
We believe in workflow made easy ®

To empower your people - eliminate forgotten tasks, re-work and unknowns. 
To automate processes - a self-service tool needs to work in 60 seconds. 
To scale your operations successfully - you need repeatable processes. 
To integrate with your other systems - you need a cloud tool that’s open. 
To impress your clients - securely share tasks and forms with outsiders. 
To improve processes - move from static flowcharts to real-time tracking.

The only process management tool that works in 60 seconds. Tallyfy

Do what you already do. But do it much better with Tallyfy

Client Onboarding Employee Orientation Content Approval Daily/Weekly Tasks Product Design

Website Updates Social Media Publishing Issue Tracking Partner Onboarding Expense Claims

Vacation Requests Lead Qualification Event Planning Weekly/Monthly Reporting Service Requests
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Create one blueprint 
you can re-use
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Steph’s Onboarding
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Track processes in real-

time with zero stress

Enter client info

First name

Last name

COMPLETE

Capture info, automate 
decisions, remember tasks



Developing a world-first Wearable. 
Extendable via serverless functions.
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Improvement in 
outcomes

                      

The average office worker’s time costs $44.28 an hour

When the outcomes are transformational - can you really afford to do nothing?

It’s integration-first

It works in 60 seconds

Export data everywhere

Security is not a “feature”

Eliminate the pain of BPM We innovate for customers

The only tool with HSTS-preloaded. 
A+ ratings on SSL tests and more.

Transfer in your BPMN/flowcharts. 
Turn 6-month projects into just hours.

Awesome, cloud-born UX. 
Self-service reduces IT pressure.

API-first, Cloud-born. 
Microsoft Flow and Zapier. 
Plugins for Outlook and Gmail.

CSV export to your BI or analytics tool. 
Real-time events are built-in. 
Outbound webhooks for RPA built-in.

What makes Tallyfy different?

Tallyfy.com

https://tallyfy.com/wearable
https://tallyfy.com/legal/compliance-security/
https://tallyfy.com/bpmn-examples-and-patterns/
https://go.tallyfy.com/api

